
Corona Virus Script 

Today we are experiencing a global pandemic known as the coronavirus which is 
affecting our condition of life at every level (Have Chinese Virus Video). We have 
created a solution to assist with the growing demand of coronavirus testing (Testing For 
Corona Virus Video), lab diagnostics (Lab Tech Placing Video), and required resources 
to battle this global pandemic. (Dr. Or Scientist Protects Video) 

EcoHealth (EcoHealth Logo Here) has created a strong alliance with our partner’s 
nexus laboratories (Nexus Laboratories Logo Here) and DripFusion (DripFusion Logo 
Here) to deliver a protocol (Word PROTOCOL jumps out) to ensure that our 
communities (Pic Of Community Here) are prepared to effectively contain and prevent 
further spread of the coronavirus. 

Our protocol includes providing prescreening of potential infected coronavirus patients 
using telehealth. (Put the word Telehealth up and create a scene where a person is 
talking with a Dr. via computer or phone just like in the faith based video.  Of course use 
different avatars. Before we show the avatar speaking with the doctor, lets show a pic of 
a laptop and cell phone.)Telehealth involves a virtual visit with a physician using a 
mobile device or smart phone which enables physicians to determine the medical 
necessity and the probability of if a patient is in fact infected with Coronavirus. This is 
done through a prescreening process in which the physician assesses the patient’s 
symptoms. (As she is talking to the doctor, have my avatar standing to side explaining 
whats going on) 

 
If the patient displays key symptoms (Put Picture of Symptoms here or picture of 
thermometer. All pics are in a folder within dropbox within the corona project) indicating 
a potential infection of coronavirus, then the patient is scheduled for an on-site test at 
one of our EcoHealth mobile laboratories and testing sites within their local community. 
(This is where you would have to create a EcoTech Pro-IV Health Pod and add logos to 
it.  I sent example pictures of an actual pod) 
Our mobile testing site enables us to efficiently test the patient as well as provide a 
diagnostic reading of the test results on site. (Set up clinic scene where patient is 
getting tested that cuts to a scene where lab techs are doing diagnostic test) This 
decreases the time delay in providing results to the patient, (Have Video of Delay clock 
or impatient person waiting) in addition to decreasing the potential spread of the virus 
while collecting vital data. 
 
EcoHealth is prepared to assist in all communities (Use Beautiful aerial drone Video) 
with our coronavirus prevention and reduction framework. Our mission, is to encourage 
community leaders(Young African American Men Doctors Video), government official 
(PAN of serious businessman Video), municipalities(Worship Raised Video), heads of 
state,(Put Members of group video) and federal governing bodies(Businessmen Signing 
Video) to engage us in initiating this revolutionary and much needed protocol.  
 
By working together, we will save lives and effectively battle this current pandemic 
known as coronavirus. One can participate by following 3 simple steps: 
 



(As with the faith based video, have me standing on side of whiteboard with the words 
coming on the whiteboard) 
Step 1. Download our Pro-IV app by visiting ProIVClinics.com.  This can be done on 
your desktop computer, tablet or smartphone device. Once the app is downloaded, you 
can enroll in our Teleheath services and be screened through a virtual visit with a 
physician right inside the app.  
 
Step 2. Should you need further evaluation, you will be directed to one of our Eco-Tech 
Pro-IV Health Pod Sites. 
 
Step 3. Should you happen to test positive for the Coronavirus, you could be invited to 
be our guest at one of our Eco-Tech Pro-IV Revitalization Communities. (Create 
community scene outside in nature with various EcoHealth Pro-IV pods with various 
medical staff assisting them.  Show them happy.  It will be similar to the outside scene 
you created within the Faith Based video) 
 
For More Information, and to stay informed, simply visit ProIVClinics.com TODAY!!! 
 
We still have to find music!!! 
 


